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Fig. 7. 

its own vapour-pressure have no more a point of minimum- or maxi
mum-pressure, the pressure increases from 12 towards I (figs. 6 and 7). 

The point of minimum presgure follows therefore, in figs. 6 and 7 
a curve m8, the point of maximum-pressure follows a curve M S. 
The equilibrium ER consists, thel'efore, of two branches, which meet 
in 8; we ma,", ho wever, a)so say that only one single turning-line 
exists ER = m8M, which has a singu)al' point in S. 

Later we sllaH show in general that the two branches rn8 and 
M 8 of a tUl'uing-line ER toueh olie another in the singnlar point 8 
and that the tangent in 8 is situated between the two branches. 

The region E in fig. 7 is now one-Ieafed, except in the part, 
situated within the turning-line, which is three-leafed. '\f course th is 
îs onl)' tl'ue in so far as this part is situated between the Iimit-lines. 

Leiden, ln01'!J. Cltem. Lab. (To he continued). 

Chemistry. -- " I n-, mono- mul mvm'iaut equ.ilibria" X V II. B y 
Prof. F. A. H. ScURF.INEMAKERS. , 

(Communicated in the meeting of April 28, 1917). 

Equ.ilib7·ia ol n components in n plta.<;e,'? 

Now we shaH consider more in detail the equilibrium: 

E= FI + F, + .. , + Fn (1) 
which we have already discussed in tbe previous conlmunication. 
We repl'esent tbe composition of: 

77tt 
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F 1 bya:1.'11 Z1··· 1·-a:1 -'!/t-Zl··· 
F, " a:,,!!,z, .. ~l-a:,-,!!,-z, .. 

The ;, the entropy and the volume of FI we eall ZI Hl and VI; 
tbose of F, we cal! Z, H 2 and J,r,; etc. 

Then we may write the conditions for equilibrium: 

ZI - dil ~ - '!!1 ~ •..• = K aZI aZt l 
ua: I IJ'!! I , 

.• . (2) 
i}Z, aZt z, - a:, ~ - '!!, ~ •• . = K . 
u~, u,!!, . 

viz. n eqnations (2) of which we only have writfen two. Further 
we have: 

aZI = i}Z, = .. = az" ' Kir ~ 
aa: id.'!:, da:fj 

. . (3) 
àZ I i}Z, azn • 

a,!! 1 = Ö!J, = ... = a'!!., = RIJ • 

The corresponding eqnations for the variables Zl Zt •.• UI Ut .•. et<'. 
have still to he added to (3). 

We find in (2) 12, in (3) 12 (n-1), consequently in total n' 
equations. Besides the n (n-1) variables XI '!fl'" .7:, '!ft' .• etc. we 
have still the n + 2 variables T P K Kx K.'1' .. conseqt~ently in 
total n' + 2 variables. The equilibrium E has, therefore, two degrees 
of freedom and eonsequently it is biv8ri~t. 

We ha ve assumed in (2) and (3) the general case that alt phases 
have a variabie compobition and that eaeh phase contains aIJ 
cOOlponents. Wh en this is 'not lhe case, then we are able to make 
at once the necessary alterations in (2) and (3). When e. g. FI has 
a constant composition Xl = 0, '!ft = {I, etc., then the first eql1ation 
(2) passes into: 

az· az· 
ZI - (/. ~ - {J ;\..1 ." = K. .. .. (4) 

ua:j V9i 

in which the index i relates then to a phase Fj of variabIe 
composition. 'Then ZI is only still a function of Pand T; in (3) 

aZI aZ I then ~, ~ etc ..... disappear. 
IJa:1 UYt 

When we ~ive to P T iE y. .. the differentials 6.P 6. T 6.x 6y .. : 
then we have: 

i}Z az 
6Z= VdP - Hdl' + ~ 6a: + ~ 6y + ... + t d'Z + td'Z + ' .. 

, . ua: ~ 

( a~ az [ oZ i}Z J 
6 a: a:~) = a.v- ~:c + (a: + 6a:) d (la: + i dt da: + ... 
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( 
dZ) dZ [ dZ dZ . ] 

~ y dy = dy ~y + (y + Ay) d dy + l d' dy + ... 
Herein the Bign d indicates that we have to differentiate according 

to all variables, which the fllnction contains. Further is: 
dZ az az az 

d' Z = d ap' Ai> + d aT' I::. T + d dte . A.v + d ay . I::.y + ... 
az az az az 

d'Z=d' op·AP+d· a1'·AT+d· Ote . AoV + d" ay .A.IJ + ... 
When we neglect in d'Z and d'Z the terms which are infinitely 

small with respect to I::. Pand I::. T, then we ma)' write: 
az àZ 

ei-Z = d ~ • A.1J + d ~ • Ay + ... 
IJIIJ IJy 

oZ dZ 
dl Z = d" àz . Ate + ei- ay . Ay + ... 

From a form: 
az az . 

Z - te ate - y oy - ... = K 

it follow8, therefore: 

-VAP + Hl\1' + (.+A.) (d:~ + .. )+(Y+AY) (d:; +")-ll5) 
-id'Z-td'Z- ... =-AK . .. 

Now is 

[
aZ az ] [ dZ az ] 

Ate daz+id'dte+'" +Ay dày+!d'ày+" =d'Z+id3Z+: .. 

so that we may write for (5) 

- VdP+ HdT+ +:~ + .. .J + +:: + .. .J + ... / . (6) 

+ t d'Z + td'Z + ... = -I::. K 

Now we apply tbis to the n equation8 (2) and we differentiate 
further a180 the n (n-l) equations (3). First, however, we shaH 
introduce tbe following notation j we put viz: 

aZl az, a'z. a'z. 
~ = (Z)l ; ~ = (y), ; ~ = (z'), ; ~- = (te 2y). enz. 
IJ.1Jt IJy, IJZ. ute. uy. 

Tbe index outside the parentheses indicates, therefore, which of 
the fnnctions z,. ... Zn has to be differentiated j the letters within 
the parentheses indicate according to which variables we have to 
differentiate. 

Then it follQwS from the n equations (2): 
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- V I 6P + H I 6 T + .2:1 [d ( .. 1:)1+ •.• ] + YI [d ('1)1 + ... ] + •. -. . 

+ t d' Zt + t d' ZI + ... = - 6K . ( 
. (7) 

-V,6P+ H,6T +.tI. [d(.1\ + ... ] + !I, [d(y), + ... ] + ... 
+ i tPz. + id Z, + ... - - AK I 

and still n-2 other equations. 1t fo\lows from (3) 

d (.2:)1 + t dt (.2:)1 + ... = d (.2:), + l d' (:c), + ... = 6K.1t 
d (Y)1 t t tP (y») + ... = d (y), + t d' (y), + ... = l.K." 

. (8) 

etc. In accordance with OUl' notation is e.g . 
• d (xk= (Px») AP + (T.'I:')1 AT + (:c')t 6:C1 + (.tl!!)t 6Yl + ... 
a VI aHt , . a'z1 a'zl 

or ~ 6P- ~ 61 -+- :i-, 6:c1 + ~- 6.1/1 + ... 
uX 1 u.c1 uX I U.1\UYI 

d (y») = (PY)I l:.P + (TY)1 l:. T + (XY)1 6x 1 + (11'») .6.1h + ... 
a VI aH1 a' ZI o' Z 1 

or -~ l:.P - - A1' +-- Aw, + --~ Ay) + '" 
0Y1 O!1t . OXIOYI ÓYI' 

When a phase e.g . .PI has a constant composition, then fOl' this 
(4) is true; instead o'f the first e(juation (7) we tind then: 

- V1AP + H)AT + a [d (.tl); + .. ] + tl rd (Y)i + ... ) = - 6K. 
. . 

Consequently in the first equation t 7) are missing then the terms 
d' Zp d' Zl etc. 

Equilibria of n components in n phl1ses under constant pJ'e~·slt1'e. 

When we keep the press\1I'e constant, then we have to omit in 
(7) and ~(8) all the terms with 6P; the sign d indica.tes then that we 
have to differentiate according to all \'ariables, except P. 

Now we have in (7j and (8) n' eqllations and n'+l differentials 
LT, Ax1 ••• , so th at their relations are defined. Consequently to 
each definite differential of one of the variables e.g. l:..7\ helongs a 
definite differentialof each of the other variahles, therefore, e.g. also 
of 6 T. On change of .l\ (or one of the other variables) the equi
librium E follows, therefore, in the P, T .. diagram a straight line, 
parallel to the T-axis. 

Now we shall put the question: when will the temperature 
be maximum or minimum? 

For Ihis it is necessary that 6 T is of the second order; then it 
follows from (7) and (8) that it must be possible to salisfy: 

aud 

.'1:'1 d (X)t + YJ d <Y)l + . , . = 6K I 
.2:, d (x), + Y, d W), + ... = 6K , 
t • • • • • • • • • " 

. . (9) 

I . 
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d (:c), = d (.v)2 = ... = d (mk== I::.Kx 

d (Y)1 = d (y), = ... == d (Y)'I = I::.Ky . (10) 

in whieh d indicates now that we have to differentiate according to 
all variables except Pand T. 

It must he possible to solve the ratios between the n~ differentials 
I::.x, I::.x, . .. I::.y, I::.Y2'" b.K, I::.Kx.... from the n' eqnations (9) 

. and (10); ihis is only then possible, when a relatioll exists between 
the coefficients. With the aid of (10) we write for (9): 

mI I::.Kx + y\ I::.K", + ... == I::.K { 

m2 t::.Kx + Y2 t::.Ky + ... = I::.K \ 
. . . . -. . . . . . . 

(11) 

so that we must be ab Ie to satisfy (10) and (11). Here this is the 
case w hen we are able to satisfy (11). 

When we add the n equations (11) after ha ving multiplied the 
first one by ),,, the second one by 1 2 , etc., then weobtain: 

. (12) 

Hence it is apparent that we are able to solve the ratios between 
• I::.tC I 1::..1:, ... f'l'om (9) and (10), when 

~ (À) =).\ + À, + ... + l" == 0 

~ (lm) = l,'I:, + À.m, + ... + ln.vn = 0 

~ (Ày) == l,y, + À,y, + ... + ÀnYn = 0 
. . (13) 

can be satisfied. 
We might a/so satisfy (12) by pntting equal to zero 1::.1(n 1::.1(,/, ... ; 

now, ho wever, we leave this case ont of consideration and we shall 
refer to this later; then we shall see that the equilibrium is situated 
on the limit of its stability. 

[Mr. W. VAN DER 'VOUDE has drawn my attention to the faet that 
we can easily express the condition that (9) and (10) ean he satis
fied in a determinant. It appears that this can be written like the 
product of different other determinants, so that we knowat once 
all the conditions looked fol'. 

We have in (13) n equations between the n-11'atios of )'\ l, ... lil; 
consequently (13) can only be satisfied when a ratio exists bet ween 
the variables. 'Ve may find it by eliminating from the equalions 

.113) .1 1 ".).11; we mayalso write this equation in the form of the 
tollowing determinant; 
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1 1 1. 1 ... 
.v] .~, 021, le • ••• 

y] y, y, y 4 ••. =0 

Z] Z, Z, Z .. ••• 

. . . 
When we bear in mind. however, the compositions of the phases . 

Fl ... Fn tben it appearR that (J3) expresses, that it must be possible 
that between tbe phases a reaction of the form: 

AlF] + 1,F, + ... + J.nPn = 0 

. consequently a phase-reaction occurs. Then the equilibrium is an 
equilibrium ER and ronsequently it is situated in Ihe P, T-diagram 
on a curve ER, \'Îz. on a tllrning-line of the region E. 

Therefore we find: 
"in all equilibrium of 11 components in n phases under constant 

P the temperature is maximum or minimullI, when bet ween tbe 
pbases a phase-reaction can oerur". 

Consequently in a binary system T is maximum or minimum 
when the two phases bave the same composition; in a ternary 
system when the 3 points which represent the phases, are situated 
on a straight linp,; in a quaternary system when the 4 phases may 
be represented by 4 points of a plane; etc. 

Now we bave still to examine when T is a maximum and when 
it il3 a minimum. Fol' this we have to determine l::.T. We take the 
equations (7) in which all the ferms with l::.P must be omitted now. 
When we add Ihe equations aftel' having multiplied the first DJ 
)']' the second by 1" ete., then we find with the aid of (8) and 
(13) : 

~ (lH) .l::.T + ! ~(ld'Z) + t l;(ld'Z) + ' .. = 0 (14) 

or at first approxi mation : 

~ (lH) .l::.T = - i ~ (ld'Z) (15) 

Herein is: 

~(lH) = lID] + ):H, + .' + lnHll 

consequently tile increase of entropy which occurs at the reaction: 

llF] + l,F, + .,. + lnFn = 0 
Further is: 

li(Ad'Z) = "ld'Z] + l,d'Z, + ... + l"d'ZfI 

VI', as it foUows from tbfi' values of d' Z. etc.; 
. (16) 
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~ (ld'Z) = 11 [d('~)1 b.:C1 + d(Y)1 b.Yl + ... ] j 
+ 2, l d(x}, b.:c, + tl(y)z b.y, + ... ] ~ 
. . . . . .. . . .- . . \ 
+ ÀII L d(:C)1I A:CII + d(y)1I b.YII + .' ] 

. . (17) 

or also: 

~ (/.d'Z) = 1, [(XI)1 b.x1' + (gt)1 b.Yl' + ... + 2 (·1!Y)1 b.x16.y 1I t . 

+ ~II [(X';" ~XII: +'(Y;)II ~y~. ~. ~. ~ ~ (x·y),,·6.~ .. 6.~,,~' (18) 

When one of the phases e.g. FI1 has a constant ('omposition, then 
in (16) d' z,. disappeal"s when there are more phases with constant 
eomposition, then in (16) and consequently also in (17) and (18) 
the corresponding terms disappear. 

When the equilibrium E is sta bie (Ol', which comes to the same 
for our considerations "metastabIe") then d' ZI d' Z, - - are positive ; 
when ho wever the equilibrium is unstable, then one or more of the 
forms d' Z\ - - may be negati \'e. 

Now it follows from (15) when the temperature is a maximum 
and when it is a minimum. 

Wheu ~(lH) and' ~().d'Z) have the same sign, then 6.T<O and 
consequently T is a maximum 

When I(lH) and ~(ld' Z) have opposite sign, then b. 1'>0 and 
consequently T is a minimum. 

Wben ~()..d' Z) = 0, then T is neither maximum nor minimum. 
In some caseR it is easy to define this. Let us take e.g. an 

equilibrium 

E = 1.\ + F I + F I + ... +- FII 

in which L\ is a liquid and F, ... F,l phases of invariable eomposition 
e.g. solids. 

We cause the phase-reaction 

II LI + l, F, + ... + l" F" = 0 

to proceed in such a way that II quantities of LI must be formed 
and we take 1\ positive. In the equilibl"ium E therefore, a reaçtion 
occurs [melting or conversion of solid substancesJ at which liquid 
is formed. As, in general, heat is to be added at this reaction, 
~().H)>O. 

As F"" F" are phases with invariable composition ~(),d'Z) = 
= Î.\d'Z\. 

Consequently we have: 

~()'H)b.T=-llld'Zl .••.. (19) 

in which ~(lH» 0 and ).1»0. dS Zl is positive when fhe equilibrium 
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is stabie, but it may he negatÏ\'e when the equilibrium is unstable. 
Consequently T is a maximum when the equilibrium is stabIe, but 
it may be a minimum when the equilibrium is unstable. 

When we su~marize t.he previous considertltions, then we find 
the following: 

In an equilibrium of n eomponents in 11 phases under constant 
P the temperature is maximlim or minimum when a phase·reaction 
ean ocenr bet ween the phases. 

When one of tbe phases is a liquid and when tbe n- j othel' 
phases are solids with ilJvariable composition, then T is a maxi
mum when tbe equilibrium is stabie (Ol' metastabie) ; T ean be a 
minimum when. the equilibrium is unstable. 

We may apply those general eonsiderations to special cases; with 
this we assume tbat the equilibrium is stabie (or metastabie). 

In the binary equilibrium E = Ll + F2 ••• Ll represents the 
liquid, saturated with solid F,. In a T-concentration-diagram Ll 
follows, therefOl'e, the saturation-curve under its own vapour pres
Sllre. Consequently th is curve must have its maximurn-temperature 
in the point, in whieh Ll has the same composition as F,; tbis is, 
therefore, in the melting-point of F,. 

In thc ternary equilibrium E = LI + F, + F, ... Ll is a liquid, 
saturated with F: + F" In the concentration-diagram "'I follows, 
thel'efore, the saturationcurve of F, + Fa under its own vapour-pres
snre. T changes along this curve from point 10 point. It will he 
necessary that T is a. maximum in t,he point of intersection of Ihis 
curve with the line F, p •. 

Similar consideralions are true for systems with 4 and more 
componenls. 

In a following communieation we shall refel' to unstable conditions. 

Equilibria of n components in n phases under constant pres,çure 
and at a tempemture w/tich d~û'ers liule fl'om. tljelnaa.~imum- or 
minimum temperatul'e. 

As bet ween the n phases of an equilibrium ÈR a phase-reaetion 
mar occur, (13) may he satisfied. The ratios between 6 .. c, 6y, ... 
l::.x, 6y.... are then defined hy (9) and (10). When we imagine 
l::.,x. . .. l::.Yl l::.y.... 10 be expressed in l::.:v1 and this to be suhsti
tuted in (18) then it appears that we may write for ::E(i.d2 Z) a form 
like A 6xt '. Herein A has a definite positive or ne~ative vaIue, 
Then follows from (15): 
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V2~(lll) , 
l::.:e) = ± l::.1 • 

-A 
(20) 

Hence it appears that to each definite value of l:::. T two "alues 
of I::.Xj (and consequently alRo of 1::..7:, ... l:::.!h I::.Ys ... ) belong, which 
differ from one another in sign onIy. When the form unde!' lhe 
root in (20) is positive, t.hen I::.Xj ll.v, .•. I::.Yl llY2 ... have, therefore, 
each two real values; when this form is negative, then 6.'C j ••• 

are imaginary. 
Consequently we distinguish two cases. 
When ~(;H) and A have the same sign, then we must take 

I::. T negative in order to obtain real values fel' I::..v j , • ,; the tem
perature TR is, therefore, a maximum. At TR there exists therefore 
one single equilibrium ER; at TR+I::.T (we take I::.T> 0) no equi
libl'ium E exists; at TR-I::. T, ho wever, two different equilibria exist, 
which we shall call E' and EI/, 

When .1:0, H) and A have the same sign, then we have to take 
I::. T positive, in Ol'der to obtain real values for L,v j ... Consequently 
TR is a minimum. Then at T R + l:::. T two different equilibria 
E' and E" exist, at TR-I::. T no equilibrium E exists. 

We mayalso express the previous in the following way. 
When under constant P tbe tempet'ature is a maximum on the 

turning-line ER, then two leaves of the region go, starting from 
this turning-line, towards luwer Tand not a single leaf towards 
highel' T. 

When nnder constant P the temperature is a minimum on the 
tllrning-line ER, then two leaves of the region go towards higher 
T starting from tbis turning-line, ano no single leaf towards lower T. 

With our considerations on the region E in the previolls COOI

mllnication XVI, we have al ready applied these resulls. The figs. 2 
(XVI) and 4 (XVI) in which el represents a turning-line, are in 
aceOl'dance with this. In fig. 7 (XVI) ql and dm are the limit-lines, 
JlfSrn a tnrning-line. In oroer to show that a1so this diagram is in 
accordance with those results, we eonsider the horizontal line. qJ'st; 

in order to show more distinctly tbe situation of those leaves, it Î!; 

partly dotted and cUl'ved in rand s. In r T is a maximum, this 
correRponds to the fact that two leaves go, starting from eurve mS 
towards lower and no leaf towaros higher J'. In s T is a minimum, 
two leaves go towards higher- and no Ieaf towards lower temperatures. 

We have seen that at the temperature TR only one single equi
libl'iu.m ER = Fl + F, + . .. exists and that a phase-reaction may 
occur between the phases of this equilibrium. At TR + 1::.1'[I::.T<O 
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wben . TR is a maximum; b. T >0 wben TR is a minimum J two 
equilibria exist, viz. 

E'=Ft + F's + .. ' and EI/=F/',+ Ps" + ... 
No pbase-reaction eau occur between tbe phases of B'; IlO more 

betweeu those of Eli., Tb~ iD\'ariable phases have of course the 
same composition in the three equilibria; the compositions of the 
\'ariable phases diffel' onJy little from ODe another in the three 
equilibria. Now we shall show: . 

. a~ The concentration-regions of BR,' E' and E" llre situated in 
the eoncentration-diagram outside one another. . 

The three equilibria have, therefore, su eh compositioJls that none 
of them can be converted into one of tbe two other equiJibria. 

b. The concentration-region of ER is sitnated between those of 
E' and Eli. 

c. The corresponding phases of the three equilibria (e. g. Ft F I ' 

and F/'; F s F,' and F/'; etc.) are situated on a straight line; 
this is divided int{) equal parts by the phase of Ibe equilibrium ER. 

Before showing this, we shall first elucidate the meaning by 
some examples. 

ti , 

, 

" 

Fig. 1. 

For tbis we cboose tbe ternary equilibrium 

E = Ft + Ps + 1(',. 

Fig. 2. 

When we represent those phases in tbe concentration-diagram by 
the points 1, 2 and 3, tben at TR those three points are situated 
on a straight line (!ine 123 in figs. 1 and 2). The concentration
region of ER is, therefore, the line 123. 

At the temperature TR + b. T exist the equilibria: 

E' = P l ' + F,' + F I ' and E" = F/' +Ps" + P," 

First we shall assume that each of the pbases of tbe equilibrium 
E has a variabIe composition; tbe phases of E' are then represented 
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in liga. 1 and 2 by the points 1', 2' and 3'; those of Eli by 1", 
2" and 3 ". The points 1', 2' and 3' are situated in tbe immediate 
vicinity of th~ points 1, 2 and 3; tbey form .the angJepoints of a 
triangle J' 2' 3', which represents the concentration-region of the 
equilibrium E'. Triangle 1 /1 2" 3" reprèsents the cOJlcentration
region of E ", 

In accordance with a the line 123 and the tr'iangles 1 '2'3' and 
1"2"3" must not have one single point in common, in accordance 
with b the lille 123 must be situated betweeu the two triangles; 
in accordance with c 1'11", 2'22" aud 3'33" are straight Iines aud 
is 11' = 11", 22'= 22" aud 33' = 33". Couseql1ently we obtaiu a 
diagram as in ligs. 1 aud 2. 

Consequently at Tl? + áT two triangles arise from the straight 
line which occurs at the temperatnre TR ; reversally the two triangJes, 
w bieb oecur at T R + 6. T coineide at T R into a straight line. 

The transitions, discussed fo~ ligs 1 and 2 wiJl oceur when the 
ternary equilibrium E consists of 3 liquids or of 2 Jiquids and vapour, 
or of 3 kinds' of Illixed crystaJs, or of a mixed eryetaJ + liquid + 
vapour etc. 

When oneof the pbases e. g. FI has an invariable composition, 
then we obtain iigs 3 Ol' 4; wheu two phases e. g. F 1 and F2 bave 
an invariabJe composition, then we obtain lig 5. 

1 

1 
1 

3 
Fig. 3. Fig . .(.. Fig. 5. 

In order to show tbe rllles, mentioned above, werepresent of tbe 
equiJibl'ium ER the composition 

of PI by .'1:1 !It %1 ••• 

etc. 
'fhen tbe composition of the equilibr'ium Eis: 

, 
3 
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XI -t AX 1 '!/t + AYt 
X, + A.1;, Yt + Ay, 

and the composition of the equilibrium Eli is: 
of Pt'1 :'/:1 - AX1 Yt - AYI ZI - AZI 

" F," or, - A:e, y, - Ay, z, - Az,. 

Het'eiu !::.iV I !::.:e,... are defiued by (9) and (10); it is apparent 
that Ihey may be as weil positive as negative, 

In order to be able 10 convert the equilibrium ER lnto EI, it 
mnst he possible to satisf)' 

alF I + a,F, + .. = bi F/ + b,P/ + . .. (21) 

in which all coefficients must be positive. 
It follows from (21): 

al + a, + ... = bi + b, + ... 
al:e l Tas',!:' + .' . = bi (:el + !::.:e.) + b. (:et + Ale,) + ... 
alYI + EI.Y, + ... = bI ('1 1 + !::.YI) + b, (Y. + Ay,) + .. -

etc. When we put al - bi = Cl; a, - b'J = c,; etc. then the previous 
equations .pass info: 

1\ ..l c. + .. -I- C" = 0 , 
Cl''!: 1 + c,m. + ... = blA:r:1 + b,A.'!:, + ." \. . . (22) 

CIYl + C • .1I, + ... = bl!::.Yl + b,!::.y, + ... 
etc. Wc can eliminate Cl ••• CII from the n equations (22). We add 
them viz. aftel' having mIlltiplied tbe 1 st by PI' tbe 2nd by p" ele. 
As .1'1 YI . .. \'iz. satisfy (9), they also satisfy: 

!-tI + p,:el + P.YI + .' . = 0 t 
1-'1 + P"V, + P.Y'J + ' .. = 0 .••. 

• (23) 

etc. (22) passes then into: 

0= bi [p,Ax l + PaAYI + ... ] + b, [p,A:e, + tl.A,l/s + ... ] t. (24) 
+ ... + b" [tl,Axti + ""AYti + ... l \ 

Also it appears from (9) that we may satisfy (23) hy taking 
P'J = a d(,v)l = a d(tc), = ... t ft. = a d(y). = a d("!), = ... t etc. Tbere
fore (24) passes into: 

0= bi [d(:e)16x, + d(Y)IAy. + ... ] + b, [d(Ie).Ax, I- dly),Ay, + ... l + ... " 
for which we ma] also write: 

0= b. d' ZI + b, lP Z. + ... + ótI d' Z,.. . . . (25) 

Is must be possible to satist] (25) by giving positive values to 
VI b, ... When we considel' only equilibria in sIabIe (or metastabie) '
condition, then d' ZI' d' Z,t . .. are positive; it is, tberefore, not 
possible 10 satisfy (25) and consequelltly also not (21). 
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Rence it follows, therefore, thaf ER and E' cannot be converted 
into one anothel'; as we are able to deduce this in tbe same way 
fol' ER and E" and al80 for E' and E", the property mentioned 
sub a is proved. At the same lime it appears from the deduction 
that it need not be true for equilibria in unstable condition. 

For the equilibria E' and E" th is property follows also at once 
without calclllation viz. from the condition that under constant P 
and at constant T ~ must be a minimum. 

The properties, mentioned sub band c foHow now at on ce from 
proper!y a and formula (20). 

Leiden, Ino1:q. (--'Item. Lah. (To be continued). 

Mecha.nic8. - "On t!te l'elativit.'1 ofinertia. Remarks concemin,q 
EINSTEIN'S lalest hypotltesis" 1) By Prof. W. DE SITTKR. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 31, 1917). 

lf we neglect the gravitational action of all ordinary matter (sun, 
stars, etc.), and if we use as a system of reference three rectanguuu , -" 
cartesian space-eoordinates and the time multiplied by c, then in 
that part of the fOllr-dimensionaJ time-space which is accessible to 
our observations, the fJ,u.. are very approximately those of the old 
theory of relativity, viz.: 

-1 0 

o -1 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 0 -1 0 

o 0 0 +1 

. . (1) 

The part of the time-spare whel'e this is so, I shall eall "our 
neighbourbood?'. In spare th is extends at least to the fartbest star, 
nebuia or duster in whose spectrum we can identify definite lines 2). 

How the gp.v are outside our neighbourhood we do not know, 
and any assumption ~garding their values is an extrapolation, whose 
uncertainty inereases with the distance (in spare, or in time, or in 
botb) from the ol'igin. How tbe !Jp.. a1'e at iufinity of spare or of 
time, we will never know. Nevertheless t.he need has been-felt tö 

1) A. EINSTEIN, Kosmologische Betrachtungen zur ,~llrmeinen Relativitätstheorie, 
Sitzungs~er. Berlin, 8 Febr. 1917, page 142. 

1.) W. DE SITTER,On EINSTEIN'S tbeory of gravitatjon and its astronomical con
sequenees (seeond paper), Monthly Notices R.A.S. Dec. 1916, Vol. LXXVII, p. 182. 
This limit refers to gol4. ooly. 


